
Computational Methods for Radiance

Render “the full variety offered by the direct observation of objects.”



Methods for Plenoptic 1.0



Computing with Radiance
Goal: Render “the full variety offered by the direct 
observation of objects.”

Computational tasks:
Interpreting a digital plenoptic image as radiance
Rendering radiance to image
Algorithms for transforming radiance
Real-time interactive implementation using GPUs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In computing with radiance, we have the goal as stated in our very first slides: to render “the full variety offered by the direct observation of objects.”The topics we will be covering to get to that point are these specific computational tasks.  First, we have to read the plenoptic image that is captured by our plenoptic camera.  We will talk briefly about how to do basic rendering of that to an image, both for plenoptic 1.0 and for plenoptic 2.0.  We will then look at specific algorithms that give us the “full variety offered by the direct observation of objects.”  Finally, we will present GPU implementations for these tasks that enable real-time interactive operation.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)
Sensor image represents sampled radiance

Position is sampled by microlenses “as pixels”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key point in the Plenoptic 1.0 camera: Position is sampled by microlens location.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)
Sensor image represents sampled radiance

Position is sampled by microlenses
Direction is sampled by sensor pixels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important point: Position is sampled by microlens location.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)

Captured by
Sensor

Interpreted as
Radiance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By way of reminder. The sensor in a plenoptic camera (here we consider plenoptic 1.0) still captures an image.  As we have seen in the theory section of this course, that image actually multiplexes angular samples in space.Converting the sensor image to a radiance is just the process of stacking pixels and turning the 1D sensor image into a 2d radiance.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the case of real plenoptic images, we have to turn a 2D “flat” plenoptic image into a 4D radiance.A closeup of a plenoptic 1.0 image.  Each microlens image is a 2D sample of the angular information at the spatial coordinate of the microlens.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)
Plenoptic image is a “flat” 2D array of 2D arrays
4D array                                                         
“Position major”    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plenoptic image is a 2D array of 2D images – each of which is a 2D image representing sample direction.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative way of capturing plenoptic images is with multiple cameras (or multiple external lenses).  In this case, each sub-image samples all the positional information, but at a different direction.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 1.0)
Plenoptic image is a “flat” 2D array of 2D arrays
4D array                                                         
“Direction major”    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That is, the plenoptic image is a 2D array of 2D images – each of which is a 2D image representing sampled position.Note the difference in coordinate axes.  Direction and Position are swapped.



Creating Radiance Array (Position Major)
Given 2D “flat” captured 
by radiance camera
Create 4D array
Sample the same 
directional pixel from 
every position
Convention r[i, j, m, n]

Follow r(q,p)
i,j are position
m,n are direction



Creating Radiance Array (Position Major)
Given 2D position major “flat” from radiance camera
Create 4D array
If 2D position major “flat” is regular

Python, matlab very similar
Samples the same directional pixel from every 
position

(jnds,inds) = mgrid[0:height:nump,0:width:nump]

for j in range(0,nump):
for i in range(0,nump):

radiance[:,:,j,i] = image[jnds+j,inds+i]



Camera Arrays

The most popular lightfield
camera is simply an array 
of conventional cameras, 
like the Stanford array.

Alternatively, an array 
of lenses/prisms with a 
common sensor, like the 
Adobe array.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ref:http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/CameraArray/http://www.tgeorgiev.net/Spatioangular.pdf



Creating Radiance Array (Direction Major)
Given 2D “flat” 
captured by radiance 
camera
Create 4D array
Sample the same 
positional pixel from 
every direction
Convention r[i, j, m, n]

Follow r(q,p)
i,j are position
m,n are direction



Creating Radiance Array (Direction Major)
Given 2D direction major “flat” from radiance camera
Create 4D array
If 2D direction major “flat” is regular

Python, matlab very similar
Samples the same positional pixel from every 
direction

(jnds,inds) = mgrid[0:height:numq,0:width:numq]

for j in range(0,numq):
for i in range(0,numq):

radiance[j,I,:,:] = image[jnds+j,inds+i]



Aside: Dimensionality
How large of a sensor do we need to capture 
radiance?
Memory, computation requirements?
What is a reasonable size for a rendered image?



Image Rendering
A traditional image (a picture) is formed by 
integrating rays from every direction at each pixel



Image Rendering
Integration is averaging over directions at each 
position

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the discrete case, we sum over samples



Image Rendering
Integration is averaging over directions at each 
position

Corresponding python code:

for j in range(0, nump):
for i in range(0, nump):

rendered[:,:] += radiance[:,:,j,i]

rendered /= (nump * nump)



Rendering the Wide Variety
Averaging recovers traditional picture
Wide variety can also be rendered

Different aperture
Different viewpoint
Different focus
Different depth of field
Stereo
High dynamic range
Super resolution
…



Different Aperture
A smaller aperture is a smaller set of directions



Different Apertures
A smaller aperture is a smaller set of directions

Corresponding python code:

for j in range(alpha, nump-alpha):
for i in range(alpha, nump-alpha):

rendered[:,:] += radiance[:,:,j,i]

rendered /= (nump * nump)



rendered[:,:] = radiance[:,:,j,i]

Pinhole Rendering (single viewpoint)
Only render from one pixel from each microimage



Different Viewpoints
Different viewpoint is different direction
Render different directions (or sets of directions)



Different Viewpoints
Different viewpoint is different direction
Render different directions (or sets of directions)



Different Viewpoints
Different viewpoint is different direction
Render different directions (or sets of directions)



Example [Ren Ng]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that such pinhole images are noisy. Much better quality is achieved with bigger aperture.Thanks to Ren Ng for providing the lightfield data.



Example [Ren Ng]



Example [Ren Ng]



Refocusing
When we refocus a camera, we change the 
distance from the lens to the sensor
Same object is no longer in focus.



Computational Refocusing
Change the distance (translate) computationally
Two different radiances, r1 and r2



Computational Refocusing
We capture radiance r1. How can we compute r2?
We need translation transform of the radiance. 



Algorithm: Computational Refocusing
Apply shearing transformation:

Then render the new image:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that we are refocusing the radiance, not the image. Then rendering an image from the new radiance.



Algorithm: Refocusing

(yind,xind,wind,vind) = mgrid[0:m,0:n,0:r,0:s]

shear_y = y + t*wind / r
shear_x = x + t*vind / s

rad_p = interpolate(rad, [shear_y, shear_x, wind, vind])



Computational Refocusing (Ren Ng) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the big aperture images have little noise.Thanks to Ren Ng for providing those rendered images.



Computational Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Computational Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Fourier Slice Refocusing

Ng 2005



Efficient Computational Refocusing
Refocusing in the spatial domain requires            
operations for each refocused image
An alternative approach (invented by Ren Ng) 
requires                     for initial setup but then                    
for each rendered image we need only

Insight: Refocus in the frequency domain
The frequency domain representation of the 
rendering integral is the DC directional component 
(slice)    



Transform of Rendered Image
The Fourier transform of a rendered image:

Recall that

Thus we have

In other words, the transform of the rendered image 
is the DC directional component of         .



Translation in the Frequency Domain
Recall
In the case of translation

But we are interested in the case

I.e.,

The refocused image is just a slice (with slope t) 



Algorithm: Fourier Slice Refocusing
Take FFT of radiance:

Interpolate to get a slice:

Take inverse FFT:    



Algorithm: Fourier Slice Refocusing

radiancefft = fftn(radiance)

(yind,xind) = mgrid[0:m,0:n]

vind = t*yind / m
uind = t*xind / n

slice = interpolate(radiancefft, [yind, xind, vind, uind])

rendered = ifft2(slice)



Fourier Slice Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Fourier Slice Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Fourier Slice Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Fourier Slice Refocusing (Ren Ng) 



Methods for Plenoptic 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the specific way of sampling, the basic algorithm for Plenoptic 2.0 rendering is different. We call it “Full Resolution” rendering because it extracts the full resolution available in the captured data.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 2.0)
Sensor image samples the radiance

Each microlens image samples in position and direction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important point: Position is sampled by microlens location.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 2.0)

Captured by
Sensor

Interpreted as
Radiance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By way of reminder. The sensor in a plenoptic plenoptic 2.0 camera still captures an image.  As we have seen in the theory section of this course, that image actually multiplexes angular samples in space, in a “tilted” fashion.Converting the sensor image from Plenoptic 2.0 to a radiance a slightly more complicated process than the Plenoptic 1.0  process of stacking pixels.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 2.0)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the case of Plenoptic 2.0 images, we have an array of well focused, slightly multiperspective images, representing samples of the 4D radiance.Each microlens image is a 2D patch of the full image as it would be seen from the point of view of that particular microlens.



Radiance Representation (Plenoptic 2.0)
Plenoptic 2.0 image is a “flat” 2D array of 2D arrays
Radiance is 4D array                                                         
“Direction major” (approximately, in the sense of 
tilting)



Creating Radiance Array (Direction Major)
Given 2D “flat” 
radiance captured by 
plenoptic camera
Create 4D array
Sample the same 
positional pixel from 
every direction
Convention r[i, j, m, n]

Follow r(q,p)
i,j are position
m,n are direction



Creating Radiance Array (Direction Major)
Given 2D direction major “flat” from radiance camera
Create 4D array
If 2D direction major “flat” is regular

Python, matlab very similar
Samples the same positional pixel from every 
direction

(jnds,inds) = mgrid[0:height:numq,0:width:numq]

for j in range(0,numq):
for i in range(0,numq):

radiance[j,I,:,:] = image[jnds+j,inds+i]



Rendering Full Aperture Image from 2.0 Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This one integrates over all p. Notice how each microlens image actually contributes a large number of pixels to the final image.



Rendering One View from 2.0 Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This one integrates over a small number of p directions or picks one particular p. Notice how each microlens image actually contributes a large number of pixels to the final image.



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A crop from the input Plenoptic 2.0 lightfield data. We are using a square main lens aperture.



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Little patches copied and pasted with the right step.



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rendered image.



Rendering the Wide Variety
Averaging recovers traditional picture
Wide variety can also be rendered

Different aperture
Different viewpoint
Different focus
Different depth of field
Stereo
High dynamic range
Super resolution
…



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A small crop from the input image. We are using square main lens aperture.



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rendering two different views with the above algorithm



Plenoptic 2.0 Rendering Parallax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rendering two different views with the above algorithm



Plenoptic 2.0 Refocusing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refocusing from the same input data. Here, the focus is computationally moved to the background.



Plenoptic 2.0 Refocusing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, the focus moved to the flowers near the observer.



Plenoptic 2.0 Refocusing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now the focus is condensed to an even more narrow “slice” in the foreground...



Plenoptic 2.0 Refocusing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
... to a thin band immediately in front of the observer ...



Efficient Implementation with GPU

Real-Time Radiance Rendering and Transforms



Graphics Processing Units
Radiance processing is computationally expensive
CPU clock speeds stalled at 3.0GHz
Nvidia GTX 295:

1.8 Tflop
$500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although powerful, GPU hardware is very specialized.  Taking full advantage of it requires that the problem map well to the architecture, and that the programming model map well to the problem and the architecture.



GPU Programming
Basic alternatives for programming GPU:  General 
purpose or graphics-based
Open GL Shader Language (GLSL) a natural fit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The modern OpenGL pipeline includes two places where programmers can introduce their own custom programs into the pipeline: the vertex processor and the fragment processor.  The vertex processor allows the programmer to manipulate geometry of a scene.  The fragment processor allows the programmer to customize the pixel painting of a scene.  The custom programs are called “shaders” or “shader programs” – e.g., vertex shader or fragment shader.  The OpenGL pipeline – most notably the shaders – is run on the GPU hardware.



Rendering with GPU using Open GL
Read in plenoptic radiance image
Create 2D texture object for radiance
Serialize image data to Open GL compatible format
Define the texture to OpenGL

image = Image.open("lightfield.png") 

str_image = image.tostring("raw", "RGBX", 0, −1)

glActiveTexture(GL_TEXTURE0)
lfTexture = glGenTextures(1) 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_RECTANGLE_ARB, lfTexture)
glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_RECTANGLE_ARB, 0, 3,

image.size[0], image.size[1], 0,      
GL_RGBA,GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, str_image)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic approach in using OpenGL will be to treat the plenoptic image as an OpenGL texture.  To make that accessible to the shader programs, we have to load it into the OpenGL pipeline, using OpenGL commands – a fairly straightforward process.



GLSL Implementation of Rendering



GLSL Implementation (Live Demo)
Rendering 
Parallax
Refocusing
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